
With a new Jasopels Feeding Machine 950 Ejgil Markussen 
gained greater capacity, better ergonomy and more power to 
work.

Last autumn Ejgil Markussen bought a new Jasopels feeding ma-
chine 950 with mixer and portioning system. It was an investment 
which brought many benefits. 

– I have 2.550 females on the farm and thanks to the mixer and 
big capacity of the feeding machine I can fill up two times fewer 
when there is time pressure. Also, 4 wheel drive means much more 
power, he says. 

Although the new feeding machine is bigger in every aspect, 
the changeover has gone smoothly.  

– I am a bit surprised that it is so easy to manoeuvre with it, espe-
cially in a closed shed with little space at the ends of the rows. At 
the same time, it is easy to keep it clean, says Ejgil Markussen.

Reverse function
A new function of the feeding machine allows the pump to move 
backwards, when the machine approaches the end of the row dur-
ing the standard portioning.  

– The feeding machine does not leave a portion feed clump in 
the bucket or on the ground, and that is a very useful function. We 
have tried out another feeding machine in which you have to emp-

ty the bucket constantly. So this one is the right solution, believes 
Ejgil Markussen.

As the pump moves backwards, the pressure in the hose drops 
and therefore there is no waste. 

– Another addition is a new and smaller sprout. It makes it easier 
to place a small quantity of feed and to dose it precisely. It is impor-
tant especially in case of puppies, as now you don’t have to scrape 
the remains off the net any more, says Ejgil Markussen.

In his opinion, accurate dosing makes the flushing process easier. 

Ergonomic armrest takes the load off your back 
Ejgil Markussen and his assistant feed twice a day, except the peri-
ods of growth, when the mink are fed 4 times a day. An ergonomic 
armrest turned out to be very handy. 

– Generally, Jasopels Feeding Machine 950 is quite comfortable 
to sit in. No matter if it is an even surface or a concrete floor, it drives 
smoothly, says Ejgil Markussen.

Earlier, he used to suffer from a pain in his arm because of non-
ergonomic position while feeding. 

– Clearly I can sense a relief in my arm compared to before, when 
I had to sit and hold the hose all the time. I always had pain in my 
arm when I was using other feeding machines, but this one not so 
stiff, it is easy to drive it and the armrest is very helpful. It really 
makes a difference, concludes Ejgil Markussen.
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